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Events: 

  

5/2 - Passing the 

Torch Awards 

Ceremony 
  

Finally it's here! 
 

So yes, I am talking about the newsletter, but also about Spring!  

These sunny days have been a perfect compliment to sooth just how 

busy we have been installing three exhibitions in the beginning 

weeks of this month. We hope you take the time to enjoy these 

wonderful exhibitions and we look forward to creating many more 

opportunities this year for our members to show and sell. 

 

Biennial Exhibition - Open until June 21st at the Washington 

State Convention Center, South Galleria. 

 

Passing the Torch - Open until May 28th at the Washington 

State Convention Center, North Galleria. 

 

SMG Display of Pins - Open until June 7th at the Bellevue 

Arts Museum Store. 

 

Please join us in supporting the talented high school students in our 

midst by congratulating them on May 2nd, from 1-3pm at the WSCC, 

North Galleria at the Passing the Torch Awards Ceremony. Nancy 

Worden will be our guest speaker and we will be handing out great 

prizes! 

 

Our final lecture in the 2015 SMG Lecture Series is our Business 

Panel featuring Karen Lorene, Jeremy Dunn & Charlie Herner, Aran 

Galligan. We are back in our regular room at Seattle Pacific 
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University, Otto Miller Hall, Room 109. You will not want to miss their 

valuable insights to make your business grow!  Afterwards, join us at 

the Nickerson Street Saloon for some refreshments and good 

company.  Maybe it will be sunny and warm enough for us to sit 

outside! 

 

See you soon! 

 

Natascha Bybee 

President - Seattle Metals Guild 

president@seattlemetalsguild.org 

Please remember all red text in this newsletter is hyperlinked. 
  

 

 

 

Board News 
 

 

Volunteer! 
 

Love our new opportunities?  Want to have even more?  All of our programs and committees are 100% 

volunteer based and we are always looking for enthusiastic and energetic people willing to donate some of 

their time to serve this great community of artists. 

 

As a volunteer, not only to you help facilitate the growth and exposure of your fellow guilders, but also your 

own!  You work with great people, make lifelong friends and learn a tremendous amount.  So if you would 

like to join us, please visit our volunteer page today and sign-up! 

 

Thank you! 

 

Sign-up here: http://www.seattlemetalsguild.org/membership/volunteer-now/ 

 

 

Member News 
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Pratt/SMG Partners Grant in Jewelry and Metal Arts 
  

Congratulations to Checha Sokolovic and Rachel Elena Ramirez! 

These two talented SMG members were awarded the first Pratt-SMG Partners Grant in Jewelry and Metal Arts! This grant will cover the 

cost of registration for one jewelry/metals class at Pratt Fine Arts Center. It may be used to enroll in a one-day workshop, weekend 

workshop, or a 4-, 6-, or 8-week class in Pratt’s jewelry/metals studios, and the recipient will also receive a one-year SMG membership 

renewal. 

 

 

Checha Sokolovic 

 

Rachel Elena Ramirez 

 

Saying Goodbye to J. Fred Woell 



 

Obituary by Nancy Worden 

 

Although J. Fred Woell was not a member of the Seattle Metals Guild, he was a revered master 

metalsmith and teacher in the metals community of makers and we wanted to honor his passing. 

  

 

 

J. Fred Woell  at his bench 

I first encountered the jewelry of J Fred Woell in 1973 as a college student when I purchased the revised 

edition of Robert von Neumann's, The Design and Creation of Jewelry. Featured inside were color photos of 

jewelry by Woell and Eleanor Moty, both former students of Von Neumann's, at the University of Illinois, 

Urbana. A couple of years later I got to see their work up close when my professor, Ken Cory, organized a 

jewelry show in Ellensburg featuring the metalwork of many of the people he met at the Summer Vail 

workshops. The cast gold brooch Fred contributed was skillfully executed and playful, an intuitive mixture of 

model airplane parts and abstract form. For me it represented a completely different way to approach 

casting. 

  

Woell was best known for work that incorporated mid-century American images like comic book characters 

and Dairy Queen spoons to create assemblage with found objects and found imagery. His cast work collaged 

forms and textures he bumped into and translated into wax. The found object pieces incorporated the flotsam 

of American culture; rifle shells, bottle caps, painted cans, photographs, anything that worked in the 

composition. J. Fred Woell was a prolific artist and his jewelry can be found in major museum collections 

throughout the US and Europe, including the Smithsonian and the State Hermitage Museum in Russia. 

  

Fred loved making but he also loved teaching. He spent many years as a college professor teaching at The 

University of Wisconsin, the Swain School of Design, the Program in Artisanry at Boston University, and at 



 

SUNY New Paltz.  He influenced many more people through the workshops he taught at the Haystack 

Mountain School and around the country. Woell was one of the first people to teach workshops in PMC and a 

great advocate for the material. 

  

I finally got to meet Woell on my first trip to Haystack in 1997. Over the next 18 years he taught me a lot 

about casting, teaching, working with precious metal clay and generously shared his handouts and teaching 

projects with me. My favorite “Fred project” is Wonder Bread Beads. To make a Wonder Bread bead, you 

wad a bit of Wonder Bread into a ball and cover it with strips of Precious Metal Clay. When fired in the kiln, 

the bread burns out and leaves a hollow silver bead. He also recommended using carved balls of pink foam 

insulation to support the unfired PMC as the pink stuff will also burn out. I tried both ways and decided the 

carved insulation was easier to control. This is the type of playfulness Fred embraced in the studio: he didn't 

over-think the creative process; he just dove in. 

  

After a stroke in 2008, Fred traveled and taught less, but continued to create in his studio. In 2012, SNAG 

honored him with a Lifetime Achievement Award at the national conference.  A retrospective of his jewelry, J. 

Fred Woell: Art is an Accident is currently on display at the National Ornamental Metals Museum in 

Memphis. A catalogue for the show will soon be available and a video about Fred is in production by the 

Maine Masters film series.  Recently he sent me an assembled collection of his teaching handouts in a book 

he called Handouts from the 20th Century, which features some of the best technical process drawings I 

have ever seen. 

  

I will remember Fred as unpretentious and quick to laugh, a master craftsman, a generous teacher and 

devoted friend. His playful spirit will be sorely missed. - Nancy Worden 

  

“My aesthetics is an assemblage of ideas, influences and images that are continually crossing my path.”   

Quote from J. FredWoell, Objects: USA 

  



 

 

J. Fred Woell, Home on the Range with the   

Moty Sisters, 1971 

Image courtesy of  Eleanor Moty 

 

J. Fred Woell Collection 

 

 

Reviews 
 



 

 

Inter Alia Projects, a curatorial agency founded by Jennifer Navva Milliken in Tel Aviv. 

Review of Contemporary Jewelry in Israel: A Presentation by 

Jennifer Navva Millikan 

By Tegan Wallace 

  

The March edition of the Seattle Metal Guild Lecture Series brought us Jennifer Navva Millikan, Curator of 

Crafts at Bellevue Arts Museum since June 2014, and owner of InterAlia curatorial agency. As a long-time 

admirer of contemporary Israeli jewelers (Esther Knobel, in particular), I was very excited for this 

presentation. However, I was surprised to hear that notable contemporary Israeli jewelers are actually better 

known outside their country than in. Millikan said this is, in part, because there is not a strong nor long history 

of metalsmithing in Israel. As a young country, many or its art and craft traditions are still forming. 

  

Yemeni smiths made most of the jewelry in the region for many years (mostly filigree work with a heavy 

Byzantine influence). This began to change, however, in 1906, with the founding of the Bezalel School (today 

the Bezalel Academy of Arts & Design) by Boris Schatz. Bezalel sought to blend Jewish/Middle Eastern and 

European traditions to create an Israeli national art style. The school was closed in 1929, for economic 

reasons, but reopened in 1935. It attracted many German students and teachers who brought with them a 

strong Bauhaus influence. At the same time, immigrants from places like Yemen and Uzbekistan brought 

their metalsmithing traditions to the area. In the 1960s, Bezalel brought Wendy Rawshaw and other notable 

Western contemporary jewelers to Israel, introducing their work to many for the first time. 

  

1948 brought the official founding of Israel and, soon after, the founding of Maskit Fashion House by Ruth 

Dayan. Maskit blended modern Europe with Eastern tradition and, while many craftspeople considered it to 

be oversimplified, it started a conversation in Israel about wearable art. It was Zahara Schatz (Boris Schatz’s 

daughter), however, who brought the jewelry-as-art conversation home to Israel. Trained in Paris, she 

worked in Perspex (in part because Israel’s down economy at the time made gold and silver prohibitively 

expensive) and created work that blended Judaica and modern aesthetics. 

  

Millikan said that there are four grand dames of Israeli contemporary jewelry today, all of whom were 



 

showcased in the traveling exhibition Women’s Tales: Four Leading Israeli Jewelers, which visited Bellevue 

Arts Museum in 2007.  These women are Bianca Eshel Gershuni, Vered Kaminski, Esther Knobel, and 

Deganit Stern Schoken. 

  

Bianca Eshel Gershuni is considered to be Israel’s first post-modern artist. A sculptor-turned-metalsmith with 

no formal metals training she is “an artist’s artist,” according to Millikan. Her work is very emotional and 

cathartic, and she is one of the few Israeli jewelers who actually wears her own work!  

  

Vered Kaminski, on the other hand, works in a very rational and mathematical way. Her work is based on line 

drawings of nature and architecture. She has great technical prowess in both soldering and cold connecting. 

She is currently head of the Bezalel metals department, “…where she is respected and feared,” says 

Millikan. 

  

Esther Knobel studied at both Bezalel and the Royal Academy of Art in London. She returned to Israel in 

1980, moving to Tel Aviv. According to Millikan, she has been adept at moving both in Tel Aviv’s craft world 

and Jerusalem’s art world. 

  

Deganit Stern Schocken is the only one of the four who was born in Israel. She has been very vocal about 

the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and much of her work seeks to show the shared experience of the 

two sides. She established the MFA in metals program at Shenkar College of Engineering and Design in 

Ramat Gan. 

  

Despite these luminaries, contemporary jewelers in Israel have few opportunities in their own country. 

Judaica-themed work has a strong market amongst tourists (like Celtic knots in Ireland) but art jewelry is not 

often exhibited or collected. To that end, Millikan founded Inter Alia Projects, a curatorial agency that, among 

other things, seeks to bridge the gap between what people bring into their homes and what they see in 

museums. In June 2012, they put on Foreign Body: Giving Jewelry a Second Look. The show featured early- 

and mid-career Israeli jewelers better known outside the country. The show was set in the heart of the Tel 

Aviv (traditional) jewelry district and was such a hit it was extended for an additional four months. In 2013, 

Inter Alia launched the WerkSpace project, featuring jewelry presented in the space in which it was made. 

The exhibition ran in three cities in four months. Its goal was “…to bring work to people in new ways, in new 

spaces, for new discussions.” In January 2014, Inter Alia opened Telling Tales: Narratives in Contemporary 

Metal and Jewelry Art, featuring new work by 22 contemporary Israeli jewelers. 

  

It had not occurred to me before Millikan’s lecture that, as a young country, Israel’s art and craft traditions are 

still forming. Along with that, a domestic market for works of contemporary craft (including jewelry) is also still 

forming. With its flare for the narrative, contemporary jewelry seems an excellent medium for sharing 

experiences and histories. If organizations like Inter Alia are successful, more national support will help 

contemporary jewelry grow as a medium in the country. I look forward to continuing to follow the 

contemporary jewelry work coming out of Israel. Thank you, Jennifer Navva Millikan for a great talk! 

 



 

 

Old jewelry can sparkle 

again: BARN helps puts 

shine on ‘bling’ drive for the 

SMG Women's Shelter 

Jewelry Project 

BARN Facility, Bainbridge Island 

May 9, 2015 1 PM - 4PM 

 

Jane Martin, head of BARN’s 
jewelry studio, looks through 
donated items she’s collected for a 
women’s shelter jewelry project. 
On May 9th, volunteers will gather 
to sort and repair the jewelry to be 
repurposed and given to women in 
shelters.   
  

Article & Image Credit: Seraine 
Page 

 

Even if that diamond ring won’t shine, BARN members will take it and make it divine. All through this month, 

Bainbridge Artisan Resource Network (BARN) is seeking all broken, unused and unwanted jewelry 

donations. For this year’s BARN community service project, the jewelry will be repaired and made anew. It 

will then be given to women’s shelters across the Olympic Peninsula as well as the YWCA Dress for Success 

Program. 

“Everything gets repurposed,” said Jane Martin, head of BARN’s jewelry studio, who often finds bags of 

jewelry hanging from her home mailbox. “Every woman has jewelry in their jewelry box they don’t wear. 

Nothing goes to waste.” 

Martin is organizing BARN’s first sorting party, but she has participated in the project through the Seattle 

Metals Guild for the last decade. The project, she said, brings great joy for those who donate or participate in 

creating jewelry. 

“It’s such a black hole you’re starting to fill,” she said of repurposing the jewelry. “It feels sweet to lift a 

woman’s spirit.” 

All styles and types are accepted, even if broken. Finer jewelry and scrap metal will be sold and the cash will 

be used for grocery and gas gift cards for shelter residents. Sandra Leese participated in her first sorting 

party five years ago and said she plans to help again this year. She encourages the public to donate any 



 

jewelry, but especially single earrings. 

“We are able to take apart various pieces,” said Leese, also a BARN member. “Odd earrings can be made 

into charm bracelets, pendants or other jewelry items. Some pieces just need a little repair to make them 

wearable.” 

As an experienced metalsmith, Leese said there’s joy in participating in a different project from her normal 

medium. The end result is what makes it all worthwhile, she said. 

“The camaraderie is stimulating, knowing that we are providing these women with something beautiful in their 

lives. They may have left their homes with absolutely nothing of their own,” she said. “We hope that in our 

small way, we can make their day a happier one.” 

After the jewelry is donated, it is given to women in a variety of ways. When Mother’s Day rolls around, 

children in the shelter will often wrap the jewelry and give it to their mothers. For those who don’t have 

children, sometimes the necklace or pair of earrings they receive is the perfect finishing touch for a job 

interview outfit. 

“We don’t give them junk,” remarked Martin. “We give them nice things.” 

On May 9, the community is invited to a work session where the collected jewelry will be sorted and 

cleaned. It is open to ages 10 and up from 1 to 4 p.m. at the BARN facility. 

Within a week, experienced jewelers will tighten stones, straighten wires and perfect the jewelry. Then, and 

only then, will donations be given to the shelters, Martin said. 

“The shelters are always pleased that they get things of substantial quality,” she said. “A lot of times they get 

junk donated, and it’s very insulting to their clients.” 

One particular donation in the past still makes Martin a bit emotional. During a sorting party, a man stood in a 

doorway, tears in his eyes and a box in his hands. The box contained all of his late wife’s jewelry; collected 

pieces he had no use for anymore. His daughter stood behind him as he remained speechless. Martin 

remembers that day clearly. She and others had gathered to clean, sort and package miscellaneous jewelry 

to be repurposed for the women’s shelters. When the man appeared, unable to say a word, the daughter 

stepped forward to let Martin know what he wanted to donate. Still unable to hand over the box, Martin told 

him to look around the room at volunteers who were cleaning and sorting jewelry. She reassured him that his 

wife’s jewelry could be repurposed to make a difference in the lives of women who had nothing. Martin told 

him that his wife’s love would continue on into the world through the jewelry. 

He left, never saying a word. His wife’s jewelry stayed. 



 

 

Exhibitions 
 

 

 

 

Come see Jana Brevick's work at the Bellevue Arts Museum: 

April 17 - August 16, 2015 Jana Brevick: This Infinity Fits in My Handrepresents the 

artist's first solo exhibition in a museum. The exhibition will present previous works charting the artist's career 

alongside new, never-before seen pieces, and will demonstrate the artist's versatility and range, from wearable 

objects and jewelry to sculpture and environmental installation. 
 

Artist's Talk: Saturday, May 9, 12 - 1pm 

 

Jana Brevick, Sphere Rings, 2005 

Rings of multiple sized spheres in fabricated sterling silver Largest sphere: 1.5 in. diam. 

From the collection of Flora Book, Seattle 

Photo: Doug Yaple 

  

 

http://www.bellevuearts.org/exhibitions/jana_brevick.html
http://www.bellevuearts.org/calendar/event/05_09_artist_talk_jana_brevick.html


 

 

So Fine 

Facèré Jewelry Art Gallery 

April 22, 2015 - May 12, 2015 

 

"So Fine" re-visits the notion of traditional jewelry. Artists explore 

visions of finery and fashion, creating fresh interpretations in 

precious metals and gemstones. 

http://www.facerejewelryart.com/exhibit.php?id=67 

 

Nanz Aalund, Always Crashing In The Same Car 

 

 

 

Workshops, Classes & Lectures 
 

 

 

infinity affinity II, brooch and altered container, 2011 

 

Blue Tin Set, brooch and altered container, 2011 

Artist Trust Fellowship Lecture: Melissa Cameron 

Bainbridge Island Museum of Art 

Thu, Apr. 30, 2015 6:30pm — 8:30pm 

http://www.facerejewelryart.com/exhibit.php?id=67


 

 

http://www.biartmuseum.org/visit/calendar/artist-trust-fellowship-lecture-melissa-

cameron/?date=2015-04-30 

 

Join artist-jeweler Melissa Cameron as she presents her work through images and words in the BIMA 

Auditorium. This event is a special Meet the Artist presentation in conjunction with her 2014 Artist Fellowship 

through Artist Trust. 

Cameron is an Australian-born artist jeweler who lives and works in Seattle, Washington in the USA. She 

holds a Masters of Fine Art in jewelry and metalsmithing from Monash University and Bachelor of Art with 

honors in interior architecture from Curtin University. Her works are in the collections of the National Gallery 

of Australia (Canberra), the Cheongju City Collection (South Korea) and the Arts Centre Melbourne 

(Australia), and her pieces have featured in the publications Jewel Book, Art Jewelry Today 3 and Lark 

Books' 500 Silver Jewelry Designs. 

 

Doors open at 6:30pm | Reception with light food and beverage | Admission is free of charge with advance 

reservation. 

 

 

Master Artist Amy Tavern Presenting Her Work 

Pratt Fine Arts Center, Painting & Drawing Studios (Yellow Bldg) 

May 8, 2015 6:30 PM - 8:00 PM 

 

http://www.pratt.org/event/master-artist-lecture-amy-tavern/ 

 

http://www.biartmuseum.org/visit/calendar/artist-trust-fellowship-lecture-melissa-cameron/?date=2015-04-30
http://www.biartmuseum.org/visit/calendar/artist-trust-fellowship-lecture-melissa-cameron/?date=2015-04-30
http://www.pratt.org/event/master-artist-lecture-amy-tavern/


 

Amy Tavern is an artist from the United States. Her work is based on memory and, although autobiographical, refers to shared 

experience and universal themes. Amy has exhibited nationally and internationally with solo shows in the US, Belgium and Sweden. She 

has taught and lectured across the US and in Europe and her work as a metalsmith has been included in numerous publications, most 

notably, the cover of Metalsmith Magazine. Through the creation of objects and spaces, Amy strives to make the fleeting more 

permanent, preserving her memories and connecting with her audience. 

 

 

Bow Clusters | sterling silver, spray paint, cotton string | All 

Images by Hank Drew | 2011-12 

 

Forget Me Not | sterling silver, spray paint, picture of my father, 

my father's hair, acrylic | 2014 

 

 

 

5 Day Intensive Chasing and 

Repoussé Workshop with 

Saign Charlestein 

Tacoma Metal Arts Center 

May 8 - May 12, 2015 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

 

 

Chasing and repoussé is an ancient technique used to decorate sheet metal with the most lavish and 

intricate designs. In this 5 day hands on workshop, Saign will teach everything from different methods of 

transferring images, tool making, and pitch preparation, to proper ergonomics, chasing, repoussé, and 

creating relief with only chasing from the front. You will not only go home with one or more completed 

projects, but also develop and hone the knowledge and skill to create beautiful pieces of art on your own.   

  

Experience is helpful, but not necessary. Pitch bowls, copper, and tools, and designs are provided, but you 

are welcome to bring your own if you own them. Please bring your own eye and ear protection. 

 

http://www.metalsmithing-tools.com/#!class-schedule/ci7e 

 

http://www.metalsmithing-tools.com/#!class-schedule/ci7e


 

Opportunities 
 

 

 

Call for Artists - Sculpture 

Kenmore Juried Art Show 

Entry Deadline: May 1st 

June 25, 2015 - June 27, 2015 

Arts of Kenmore, a non-profit organization, is seeking artists for 

their spring juried show.  The show is all about supporting the 

intertwining of art and community, which is only realized when they 

are able to reach artists like us! They are excited to let you know 

that their online portal for artists to submit their work is officially up 

and running.   

  

http://www.artsofkenmore.org/artists/kenmore-art-show/ 

  

 

 

 

 

Women's Shelter Jewelry 

Project: Sort & Repair Party 

BARN Facility, Bainbridge Island 

May 9, 2015 1 PM - 4PM 

 

Jane Martin, head of BARN’s 
jewelry studio, looks through 
donated items she’s collected for a 
women’s shelter jewelry project. 
On May 9th, volunteers will gather 
to sort and repair the jewelry to be 
repurposed and given to women in 
shelters.   
  

Image Credit: Seraine Page 

 

 

http://www.artsofkenmore.org/artists/kenmore-art-show/


 

 

Call For Entry 

Entry Deadline: August 21 

 

NICHE magazine is accepting applications for the 2016 NICHE Awards, a prestigious juried competition recognizing excellence in fine 

craft design. Professional and student artists may apply online. 

 

Contest categories include ceramics, fiber, glass, metal, wood, jewelry and more! 

 

Judging of entries is based on three main criteria: 

 Technical excellence, both in surface design and form 

 Distinct quality of unique, original and creative thought 

 Market viability (professional entries only) 

Application and entry fee information, rules and guidelines are now available at NicheAwards.com. 

 

http://nicheawards.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=6e846056d495a944202edef81&id=db0e2aab56&e=37def3f062


 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you like to expand your school's or organization's 

library? 
 

If so, Nancy Worden is offering years and years of Metalsmith/Goldsmith's Journal, American Craft/Craft 

Horizons, and Bead Journal/Ornament magazines all sorted, labeled and arranged chronologically in 

magazine holders. She is looking for a school or organization to donate them to. 



 

 

If you are interested, please contact Nancy at wordenjewelry@gmail.com 
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